The approximation of parabolic equations with nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary data by a numerical method that consists of finite elements for the space discretization and the backward Euler time discretization is studied. The boundary values are assumed in a least squares sense. It is shown that this method achieves an optimal rate of convergence for rough (only L1) boundary data and for smooth data as well. The results of numerical computations which confirm the robust theoretical error estimates are also presented.
Introduction
Consider the initial boundary value problem y, + A y = 0 in Q. x [0, T], (1) y = g onTx[0,T], y(-,0) = v on Q, where Q is an open bounded convex polygonal domain in R2 with boundary T. We assume the elliptic operator A=-Iliix-i{aij{x)éj) has smooth coefficients, say C2(Q), and the 2x2 symmetric matrix with entries a¡ > j is uniformly positive definite on Q .
In this paper we are primarily concerned with rough boundary data g which belong to either the space L°°(0,T; L2(T)) or L2(P,T; L2(Y)). This is typical of certain problems in control theory where the control g has the bang-bang property (see [17] ). As such our scheme for approximating the solution of (1) is a building block for solving these control problems.
For Neumann boundary control problems of parabolic type the finite element approximation has been analyzed by Winther [22] . For related time-optimal control problems see Knowles [16] .
Ground-breaking work on parabolic control problems with boundary Dirichlet control was done by Lasiecka [17, 18, 19] . Approximation by finite element methods of problem (1) was also considered by Lasiecka [17, 18] and Choudury [6] . One such method that is analyzed in [18, 6] uses piecewise linear elements in space which vanish on Y. Optimal-order convergence is proved for the continuous time method in [17] and for a fully discrete scheme in [6] . This nonstandard approach, while optimal for rough g, is suboptimal for smooth g-
The scheme we propose and analyze is optimal for both rough and smooth boundary data. Our approximation u consists of piecewise constants in time and finite elements in space, and assumes the boundary values in a least squares sense. Specifically, let Vk denote the space of piecewise constant functions on a partition 0 = to < tx < ■ ■ ■ < ín = T, where t" = nk and k > 0 is the time step. Then ip e Vk if ip = Y^f=x y/jXi¡, where Xi¡ is the characteristic function of Ij = (tj-X, tj]. We denote by Vh a finite element space on Q with parameter h . In our estimates with rough boundary data we require (2) k = ch2;
however, this restriction is not necessary in our analysis for smooth boundary data.
To define our scheme, we need to introduce some L2 projections. Let In Theorem 1 we will consider v G H~ll2(Q), bounded linear functionals on //'/2(Q), and define &>%: //"'^(Q) -► Vh by vi<t>) = i3>h°v,<t>), <t>eVh.
Subsequently we denote the duality pairing for v e //_1/2(Q) and <fr e Hll2iCl)
by iv , <f>).
It is straightforward to demonstrate that (3) is uniquely solvable since for each n = I, 2, ... , N iun -un~x, <p) + kaiun , <p) = 0 for all </> € Vh° , and on Y U" = U Qhg(-,t)dt.
This method is equivalent to backward Euler and is the simplest discontinuous Galerkin method (see, for example, [14] ). For more general discontinuous Galerkin methods, see [8, 9, 15] . Observe that defining the approximate boundary data through interpolation would be inappropriate, since the data, g, is not continuous.
We will prove the following error estimates. Theorem 1. There exists a constant C independent of h, u, and y such that if (2) holds then (4) ||y -u\\LHOtT;LHQ)) < Chx/2(\\g\\L2{yz) + ||u||tf-i/2(a))
for v e H~xl2(Çi) and g e L2(l).
Theorem 2. For any e > 0 there exists a constant C independent of h, u, and y such that if (2) holds then
where v e Hxl2(Q) and g e L°°(0, T; L2(Y)).
We denote by C a positive generic constant that is independent of h, k, and the data pair (v , g).
A key ingredient in the proofs of these error estimates is the orthogonal decomposition of Vh : Vh = Vf{ ®(V^)±, where (VhY = {<j>eVh:(4>,x) = 0, xeVh0} or (VhY = {<p£Vh:a(cp,x) = 0, ^F»}.
Following Bramble, Pasciak, and Schatz [3] , we refer to the latter choice of (Vfi)1-as discrete v4-harmonic functions.
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In §2 we discuss problem ( 1 ) in our setting with fi a convex polygonal domain. We present a weak formulation for this problem that is suitable for our analysis and obtain a priori estimates in L2(0, T; L2(ü)) and L°°(0, T ; L2(Q)). In §3 we state the approximation-theoretic and inverse properties of Vh needed in the proofs of the error estimates. We also derive certain useful estimates for functions in (V®)1-. In §4 we establish a stability estimate for the method and prove the L? error estimate. Section 5 is devoted to the L°° error analysis. In §6 we sketch the proofs for optimal L2 and L°° error estimates when y is smooth. Finally, in the last section we present some numerical experiments.
Regularity
Lasiecka proved in [17] that there exists a unique solution to (1) on a domain Q with smooth boundary Y which satisfies an a priori L°° in time estimate (see (21) ). Lions and Magenes [20] proved similar results which were L2 in time but still require a smooth boundary. We shall need both L°° and L2 in time estimates in the case where Ci is a convex polygon. Although we suspect such results are known to specialists in partial differential equations we could not find them in the literature. Therefore, we sketch the proofs of these and related results for use in later sections.
We denote by Hm(Q) the usual Sobolev space of integer order m > 0 with norm ||-||m. Note that H°(Q) = L2(Q.). Similarly, Hr(Y) denotes the Sobolev space of integer order r > 0 on Y with norm | • |r, and on H°(Y) = L2(Y) the inner product is given by (w , z) = wzdo.
As usual, the Sobolev space of order one with functions that have trace equal to zero on Y is denoted H0X(Q). Also, H~X(Y) is the dual of HX(Y), and //-'(Q) is the dual of HX(Q). For real 5 the spaces HS(Q.) and HsiY) are defined by interpolation.
We will have occasion to use the following norm interpolation inequality (see and v = (vx, v2) is the unit outward normal to Y. Applying (6) to the second term on the right side and then the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, we obtain 
For a convex polygon ii the solution Ei-)v is only guaranteed to lie in 31 iA) = H2(Q). It follows that (11) is valid for 0 < / < s < 2, by the same proof as in [4] .
To establish the solvability of (1), we need the Dirichlet map D: L2(Y) -► HX'2(Q.) defined by (12) (Dg, Acj>) = -(g, ^j V<pe3(A).
It is well known that D is a bounded mapping. We denote the solution to (1) We now turn to defining y as a solution of the following very weak formulation of (1): Find y defined on S such that
for all w e H2*X(S) n//0'(Q) with w(-, T) = 0, where v and g are given.
We will specify appropriate spaces for v, g, and the solution y in what follows. We note that uniqueness holds since the only solution for zero data is y = 0 (choose wt -Aw = y). Moreover, formulation (13) is essentially the transposition procedure of Lions and Magenes [20, Chapter 4, §8] and will be the starting point for the error analysis of our method. We will obtain L°° and I? (in time) a priori estimates in terms of the data. Let {f/"}^! be a sequence of infinitely differentiable functions which have compact support in Q for all t, and let {v"}~ , c C°°(Q). Take z" to be the solution of znt + Azn = -nnt onéf with z" = 0 on T and z"(-, 0) = v" -n"i-, 0). Through integration by parts in both t and x it is easy to show for w e H2 -x iS) n ¿/¿(ß), iu(-, T) = 0,
Jo Jo
Setting y" = zn + n" , we find
Moreover, z" is given by
and using integration by parts on the second term, we obtain (16) y" = E(-)vn + ABrf .
Note that A and B commute on L2. From the boundedness of the mappings E(-) and BA it follows that (17) l|y"ll./2,o<C(|K||-1/2 + ||^|l./2,o).
Assuming v" -► v in H~X/2(Q) and n" -» Dg in Hxl2^(@), we have y" -+ y , and from (14) it follows that y satisfies
Jo Jo for all w 6 H2'xi@) n //¿(u) with «;(., T) = 0. Also, from (16) we have (19) y = Ei-)v + ABDg. By the definition of Dg, y satisfies (13) and (20) ILv||./2.o<C(|M|_1/2 + |¿r|o,o).
With the same argument as in [17] it follows that for v e HXI2(ÇÏ), g e L°°(0, T;L2(r)) (hence, DgeL^(0, T; Hx'2(Çl))), and e>0, (21) \\y\\L^(0,T;Wß-'(il)) < C(\\v\\l/2 + lle?llL°°(0,r;Z.2(r))) • Formula (19) and estimate (21) were obtained in [17] for the case where Y is smooth.
Inequalities (21) and (20) give estimates on the regularity of the solution in terms of the data. We establish a priori bounds in Propositions 1 and 2 for the approximate solution, u, using the same data norms as in (21) and (20).
Finally we state results for the following backward in time parabolic problem that will be used in our analysis. 
Approximation properties
In this section we give a precise definition of our finite element space. We also list the required approximation properties of various projection operators we use and present several key technical results.
Let 0 < h < 1 and V/, be the space of continuous piecewise linear functions relative to a quasiuniform triangulation Th of Q. That is, for some a (independent of h) each triangle x e Th contains a disc of radius ah and is contained in a disc of radius h .
Define Pj}: L2(Q.) -» V¡¡ to be the L2 projection, and let Pxh : HX(Q) -V°d enote the elliptic projection: a(Pxhv ,</>) = a(v, 4>) V0eKA°.
We now list, for later reference, some well-known (see Ciarlet We also use the inverse properties for x £ Vh :
(26) WxWs-^ch-^WxWi, 0<l<s<l,
Remark. Inequality (25) follows from (24) by the use of (7) with e = h~x .
Remark. Using a duality argument together with (25), one obtains
Indeed, for Aw = 0 in il and w = dz/dvA on Y, we have by (25) and elliptic estimates
from which (28) follows by the trace theorem. For V¿> it is well known that, for z e HS(Q.) n H0X(Q) with 1 < s < 2,
(29) inf i\\4> -z\\o + hU -z\\x)< Chs\\z\\s.
Remark. An immediate consequence of (29) and a standard duality argument is:
(30) ||(/-P*1)r||/<CÄ'-/||z||J, zeH0x(Ci)nHs(Ci), 0<l<l<s<2.
From (30), the boundedness of Pjf in L2 , and the norm interpolation inequality (6) it follows that (31) ||(/-if)*llo<CA'||z||" 0<5<2, ze3(A).
By similar arguments it follows from (24) that (32) IKZ-^VIIo^CTt'IIzII,, 0<5<2, z€Ä*(fl).
Remark. We note that (25), (28), (30), (31), and (32) are valid for any space Vh satisfying (24), (26), (27), and (29).
Finally we list two approximation properties of the space Vk for a generic
Hubert space H : We now prove three lemmas that involve the following splittings of an arbitrary u e Vh : The first two lemmas are slight generalizations of some results of [3] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 1. Let u e Vh, and suppose z e H2(Cl) satisfies a(z, (f>) = 0 for all 4> 6 H0X (fí) and z = u on Y. Then (37) \\z-uH\\x<Ch-x'2\u\o. Proof. By (3.34) of [3] , uH -z e H¿(Q) satisfies (38) \\uH-z\\i < Cax'2(z -uH, z -uH) < C\u\x/2, and (37) follows by the inverse property (27). D
The next result follows from Lemma 1 by the triangle inequality, elliptic estimates, and (27). Proof. Since C0°°(Q) is dense in HP(Q) , p < ± (see [12] ), there exists {v"} c Q°(Q) such that lim,,^ \\v" -uH\\x/2 = 0. Noting that uh = (I -P%)uH , we then find ||ma||o= lim \\(I-P¡)vn\\o<Chxl2 lim \\v"\\x/2 = Chx/2\\u"\\x/2.
n-»oo n-»oo '
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we have ||W//||l/2 < II"// -zlll/2 + ||z||i/2 ■ By the elliptic estimate ||z||i/2 < C|w|o together with (37) we obtain (40) for We estimate the individual terms in reverse order. Clearly,
where the last step follows from the parabolic estimate (23).
We estimate J2 by the approximation properties of Pk and Qh , the interpolation inequality (8) , and the parabolic estimate 
w"-x -P/,P£w\\o < \\w"-x -P£w\\0 + || (/ -Phx)Pkw\\o The following lemma is critical to our proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 5. There exists a constant C such that for 0 < q < I (53) \\AliI + kAh)-n\\<Ct-".
Remark. The inequality (53) is a discrete version of a key semigroup inequality used in [6, 17] .
Proof of Lemma 5. We first assume 0 < q < 1. We have
where f(t) = tq(l + kt)~n , and o(Ah) denotes the spectrum of Ah . A short calculation shows that on [0, oo) the absolute maximum of / occurs at X* = q/(k(n -q)). It follows that
The analysis above is valid for q = 1 , except when n = 1 and / has no maximum. However, the estimate for this case is obvious. G
The following lemma establishes the boundedness of the projection 3°® . Klli <Cin-1/4HK°|||1/2 + ckJ2 t-l\\\u»p-J+x-up-J+x\\\x.
7=1
Now we estimate the terms |||w°|||i/2 and |||m¿ -m£|||i . We have by norm equivalence HKllli/2 < C||«»||1/2 = C\\P°3*°v\\x/2 < C(\\(I -Pl)3»«v\\xl2 + H^Ml./z) -By Lemma 6, the inverse property (26), and Lemma 3 we find |||u°|||I/2 < C(Ä-'/2||(7 -P°h)^v\\o + IMh/2) < C\\v\\l/2 . Also, since u™ -up = ufi -u™, the triangle inequality and Lemmas 2 and 3 imply that (60) m«™ -uftll, < Ch-X'2\um\0 < Ch-ll2\g\L~IIm.mr)). Proof of Theorem 2. By the triangle inequality, ll("-y)(-,r)||o<||(u-^V)(-,r)||o + ||(7-^A0M.,r)||0.
Letting t] = iu -3s®y)(-, T) and using the approximation properties of ¿?® along with the a priori estimate (21), we have (64) \\(u-y)(-, Dllo < hilo + CÄ1/2-(||ti||1/2 + 11^11^(0,7-;^))).
Thus, we must estimate n. Let w £ 772,1(^>)n770'(Q) satisfy wt-Aw = 0 and w(-, T) = n . Starting with (13), the discrete equations for u" , and summation by parts, we obtain <Ce-x'2\\(I -Pk)w\\V{o,T.,H2m + e3>2\\(I -Pk)w\\LH0,T.,L2m.
Choosing e = k xl2 , we obtain OVA L\0,T;V-(T))
<CA:'/4||(7-P,)U;||L,(0>r;"2(n))+^-3/4||(7-P,)i7i||LI(o>r;L2(n)).
Since wt = -Aw , we have \\(I -Pk)™\\v(0,T;L\Çi)) < CA||tü/||¿i(0,r;L2(n)) < C/c||w||¿i(0,r;//2(a)) and so that (68) ||(7 -Pk)w\\v(0,T;}P(n)) < C\\W\\v(0,T;imCl))> dw (I-Pk) du a <Ck1/4|MlLi(0,r;//>(£2)).
L'(0,r;L2(r))
To complete the estimation of S2, we turn to the last term in (67). By (28) Combining estimates (68) and (69) in (67), we have \s2\ < c(kx'4 + h^Wgh^o^.o^Wwh^o^-mm.
We now apply the estimate (11) with 5 = 2 and / = e :
(70) \\w\\LHOiT;IIHa)) < C [ (T-t)-{2-^2\\n\\Edt < CT\\r,\\e < CrA-e||»/||o, Jo where we used the inverse inequality (26) in the last step on n £ Vf,. Thus, (71) \S2\<Chl'2-e\\g\\Lx{0¡T.LHr))\\rih.
Finally, we turn to estimating Sx . From (3) we have for any </> £ Vff <g> Vk 
\\P¿P£w -Pflwn-% < C(h\\P£w\\2 + h-x\\P£w -w"-x\\o).
It is not difficult to show Combining the estimates for Fx and F2, and using (70) gives \T2\<Chx'2-°\\g\\Loo{oiT;mr))\\»\\o.
This completes the estimation of Sx . Combining the estimates for Sx, S2, S3 in (65) gives the required bound for \\n\\o. Substituting this in (64), we obtain the required estimate at t^ = T. Since the same argument applies for any tn , the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. G
Smooth solution estimates
In this section we show that an optimal-order convergence rate is obtained for our method when y £ H2X ($). Our analysis is quite similar to that contained in [14, §8.4; 15] . Note that there are no restrictions on i or A in this section. As usual, the error is split into two components:
e=y-u=y-ü+ü-u=6-n, where ü e Vf, <g> Vk is defined on 7" as follows: for all x £ Vf, ■ For ¿; e 77l(i2) define the norm i^) = iai^,^) + h-x\^\2)xl2.
It follows that for w £ H2(Sl)
yT((I-3*h)w)= inf./r(<77-y;)<C/2|M|2, ¿en where the last estimate follows from (7) and (30) by choosing e = h~xl2 and <f> = Pxw . We note that a(3°hy, </>) = a(y, </>) for ^ e Vg . Thus, a(u -^y, 4>) = 0 for all 4> £ Vjf . So, û -^y is discrete ^-harmonic and therefore by Lemma 2 a(û -3*hy,ù-3*hy) < Ch~x \Ù -3*hy\2
<Ch-x(\(I-Qh)y\l + \(I-3*h)y\2)
<Ch-x\(I-3°h)y\2.
This implies by the triangle inequality yr(û-y)<CyV((I-3°h)y). where we chose <p = Py\w on the last step. Thus, by elliptic regularity, ||û -y||o < CA/T(û -y).
Combining this with the previous estimates proves (77). G Remark. The function û and the argument used in the proof of Lemma 7 were introduced in French and King [11] . Also, see the related work in Fix, Gunzburger, and Peterson [10] . By standard arguments we can now show, using the result of Lemma 7, = ~E / (A-1(z"-1,M"-w"-1) From (80) and the fact that N can be replaced by any n the proof is complete. G
Numerical results
In this section we discuss a practical implementation of our method on some problems with both smooth and nonsmooth boundary data. We let A = -A. Our scheme, which consists of piecewise linear finite elements in space and the implicit backward Euler method in time, is standard except for the handling of the boundary conditions. We use a preconditioned conjugate gradient method to solve the linear systems that arise on each time step. An incomplete Cholesky decomposition provides the preconditioner.
The numerical results demonstrate clearly the advantages of a robust method. In a smooth example the optimal 0(h2) convergence rate is achieved. In experiments with boundary data that has jumps and discontinuities in time and space, we found the rate of convergence over the range tested is more like 0(hy), where y > 1/2. Previous methods that required the approximation to be zero on the boundary could achieve at most an 0(hx/2) convergence rate.
Our practical evaluation of the boundary conditions requires some discussion. To find u"+x from u" , we need the boundary function Qg restricted to the interval in time 7" , which is given by [ ((I-Q)g,X)dt = P, X£Vh(Y).
Jin
Let {<j)x, ... ,4>j) be a basis for Vh(Y). We have, on 7" , Qg = ¿ZJj=\ Cj<pj, and taking x = </»/ giyes J r Ycjk(<t>j,<t>i)= / (g,<f>i)dt.
= 1 J'«
To simplify the left side, we approximate the inner product by the trapezoid rule; the matrix then becomes diagonal. On the right side of the equation we used the trapezoid rule in the smooth case and the rectangle rule with a large number of subdivisions in the rough data case. In all experiments we took SI = (0, 1 ) x (0, 1 ), T = 0.1, used a uniform mesh to discretize Q, and chose k = Ch2.
The results for our experiment with smooth boundary data are displayed in Table 1 (see next page). We took as the known solution y(xx,x2) = e-^2sin(7^x)sin(^2).
The order of convergence was computed by the formula Rate = ln(£2/7±,)/ln(A>//2i), where Ex and 7s2 are errors on successive meshes, and hx and h2 are successive triangle diameters on these meshes. As predicted, we obtain an 0(h2) rate of convergence. Our solution in the second experiment has a jump in time in its boundary data, g = 0 for t < t and g = 1 for t > t, where t = 0.07071 and v = 0.
The true solution to this problem is obtained by separation of variables. We find yi-, t) = I + zi', t -t), where oo .
z(xi, x2, t) = -16 E -r-e~{a"+b2m)tùnia"xx)smibmx2), n ,m=l anb, an = (2« -l)7i, bm = (2m -l)n, z = 0 on Y, and z = -1 at t = 0 on SI. We evaluated all boundary integrals using the trapezoid rule, splitting the integral on the interval Ij that contains t into two pieces, one on each side of the jump in the boundary data. Table 2 has the results for this case. It is not surprising that the convergence is better than hxl2, since the solution is smooth except near /. In the final test the boundary data is given by gixx, x2, t) = sgn (sin ( -+ \/3 j sirx(4nxx + V^sin^^ + e)\ , where sgn is the signum function. Here, g has discontinuities in both space and time. Since we do not know the true solution in this case, we compared our approximations to a finite element approximation obtained on a 64 x 64 mesh with 512 timesteps. Table 3 has the results, which again show the convergence rate is better than hx/2 . 
